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ABSTRACT

Globally, aging is now a societal trend and challenge in many developed and developing countries. A key medical strategy that a fast-paced aging society must consider is the provision of quality long-term care (LTC) services. Even so, the lack of LTC caregivers is a persistent global problem. Herein, attention is called to the increasing need for identifying appropriate LTC caregivers and delivering client-specific LTC services to the elderly via emerging and integrative technologies. This paper argues for the use of an intelligent cloud computing long-term care platform (ICCLCP) that integrates statistical analysis, machine learning, and Semantic Web technologies into a cloud-computing environment to facilitate LTC services delivery. The Term frequency-inverse document frequency is a numerical statistic adopted to automatically assess the professionalism of each LTC caregiver’s services. The machine learning method adopts naïve Bayes classifier to estimate the LTC services needed for the elderly. These two items of LTC information are integrated with the Semantic Web to provide an intelligent LTC framework. The deployed ICCLCP will then aid the elderly in the recommendation of LTC caregivers, thereby making the best use of available resources for LTC services.
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INTRODUCTION

In many aging societies, long-term care (LTC) is now a strategic policy challenge (Rezgale-Straidoma & Rasnaca, 2016). Conceivably, the government of any country needs to integrate a variety of finite resources and talents in order to provide quality LTC for the elderly. The lack of human resources, such as LTC caregivers, is a common problem. The main focus of this research is to address how emerging information technologies (IT) may be leveraged and integrated to overcome the aforementioned restrictions faced in LTC servicing. Recently, many studies (Orciuoli & Parente, 2017; Bokhari, Shallal, & Tamandani, 2018; Mansouri, Alti, Roose, & Laborie, 2018; Portugal, Alencar, & Cowan, 2018) have used statistical methods, machine learning or semantic web technologies to improve the intelligence of information systems (IS), including those servicing LTC.
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A common thread among today’s technological applications is the need to process big data. Today, cloud computing (CC) is deployed to handle massive data entries while improving the intelligent performance of database systems, including IS/IT targeting elderly care and LTC services (Verma, Mansuri, & Jain, 2016; Ramirez-Gallego et al., 2018). One of the most common IS architecture is the client-server model (Glushan, Lavrik, & Rybalchenko, 2015). Here, on the one end is the client who requires the service(s), and on the other end is the server that provides the servicing. This client-server model can also be conveniently applied in the LTC field. The client may be regarded as an elderly patient, whereas the server parallels a caregiver. Just as the caregiver provides the LTC service(s) to the elderly patient, the server provides the service(s) to the clients. Put simply, the technologies used in the client-server model to improve the efficiency of the client-server can be framed logically within the LTC field.

This paper argues for a novel Knowledge Fusion in Cloud Computing Framework (KFCCF) to integrate statistical methods, machine learning and semantic web technologies in CC environment to promote intelligence and facilitate big data processing for various application domains. Here, drawing on the KFCCF capabilities, the study evolves an Intelligent Cloud Computing Long-term Care Platform (ICCLCP) to recommend suitable caregivers in LTC to the elderly, thereby making the best use of available LTC resources. More specifically, the methodology integrates Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) statistical analysis with Semantic Web technologies to automatically assess the professionalism of each caregiver’s LTC services. Additionally, it integrates Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) machine learning approach with Semantic Web technologies to estimate the LTC services needed for the elderly. The TF-IDF statistical analysis and NBC machine learning approach are time-consuming and computationally intensive. The suggested approach deploys the CC architecture to support parallel computing to deal with the big data and complex computing.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related studies from the extant literature on big data analytics. Section 3 presents a novel Knowledge Fusion in Cloud Computing Framework (KFCCF). Section 4 developed an Intelligent Cloud Computing Long-term Care Platform (ICCLCP) based on the proposed KFCCF. In Section 5, the proposed system performance is evaluated and experimental results of the study reported. Finally, Section 6 closes the paper with a review of different data analytic capabilities when applied in managing the cluster testing with different Spark environments and provides future insights and research ideas for choosing among optimal analytical systems for LTC servicing for the increasingly aging populations.

RELATED WORK

Apache Hadoop (Apache, 2017b) is an open-source platform capable of effectively processing and storing big data. It features a distributed computing architecture and uses Hadoop Common primarily to provide the library needed by other modules. The core technologies of Hadoop consist of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and Map Reduce components. The Hadoop YARN (Rubiolo, Caliusco, Stegmayer, Coronel, & Fabrizi, 2012) cluster manager is imported into Hadoop 2 version.

Apache Spark (Apache, 2017a) is also an open-source platform for fast cluster computing. The major characteristic is that it uses in-memory technique, and finally stores the computing results in the hard disk so as to reduce the input-output (I/O) time in the hard disk. Spark architecture consists of the cluster manager, core and internal library. The Spark core includes the basic functions such as scheduling and memory management, as well as the API of the major Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD). The cluster manager is a Standalone Scheduler built into Spark. The internal library provides Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLlib and GraphX. Some researchers (e.g., Domann & Lommatzsch, 2017; Yang, Ning, Cai, Liang, & Liu, 2018) focus on using Spark to improve computing performance. The distributed resource manager Apache Mesos (Foundation) is a distributed system core. Mesos considers the multi-node resources as a single high-performance computer, including the CPU,
memory, hard disk and other computing resources on the node. It shares the available resources on the
node among different applications without mutual interference.

Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), which will be featured in this proposed
study, is a weighting technique used for data searching or text mining (Akilan, 2015). It is essentially
a complex statistical method. As shown in Equation (1), it is used to calculate the importance of
Words in Document or Corpus.

\[
tfidf_{i,j} = \frac{n_{i,j}}{\sum_k n_{k,j}} \times \log \left( \frac{|D|}{|\{j : t_i \in d_j\}|} \right)
\]  

\(n_{i,j}\) is the times that \(i\) appears in document \(j\), while \(\sum_k n_{k,j}\) is the number of all words in document
\(j\). \(D\) is the number of documents. \(|\{j : t_i \in d_j\}|\) is the number of documents that include word \(t_i\).

The Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC) is based on the Bayesian theorem for constructing classifiers
(Thulasi, Ninu, & Shiva, 2017). The main concept here is to infer, on the basis of known results, the
probable occurrence of a certain reason. Typically, it is applied in the classification of data mining,
which belongs to supervised learning. To classify the test data, it must calculate and multiply the
posterior probability of each event, as shown in Equation (2), following which the eigenvector will
be classified in the category with the highest event occurrence probability.

\[
P(C | H) = \frac{\prod_{i=1}^{n} P(H_i | C) \times P(C)}{P(H)}
\]

wherein, \(H = \{H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_n\}\) is a specific eigenvector, \(C\) is a certain category.

In term of LTC and nursing studies, Jheng-JheSie et al. (Sie et al., 2016) propose a system
platform that integrates the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud, sensing network and community for use
in elderly care. Through the use of real-time video surveillance, the system platform realizes activity
monitoring, log, electronic nursing, and indoor positioning, so as to improve the life convenience
for the elderly. Kurnianingsih et al. (Kurnianingsih, Nugroho, Widyawan, Lazuardi, & Prabuwono,
2016) adopt three supervised learning algorithms, namely, in-depth learning, K-Nearest Neighbor
(K-NN) and Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) to evaluate the health condition of the elderly with
the aims of achieving prevention and reminding. Overall, the in-depth learning achieves the highest
accuracy, 99.57%.

Jiayu Zhu et al. (Zhu, Min, & Wang, 2013) propose an intelligent remote medical care system.
Their system builds the ontology for preliminary diagnosis and feedback for corresponding prescription
so as to effectively relieve the burden for experts, especially in the level of primary health care.
Available knowledge may be mined through big data analysis. In (Pramanik, Lau, Demirkan, &
Azad, 2017), a big data enabled smart healthcare system framework (BSHSF) that offers a theoretical
presentation of modeling in the healthcare business environment is proposed. However, there is no
reference to using CC technology to improve big data processing in BSHSF.

As well, the remote healthcare system advocated by (Guan, Shao, & Wu, 2017; Zhou et al., 2018)
monitors the condition of the elderly via the Internet. In (Zhou et al., 2018), a remote healthcare
system using moving robots for the elderly care is envisioned. In (Gambhir, Malik, & Kumar, 2018),
the authors recommend a model that adopts machine-learning technologies, including Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), Decision Tree (DT) and Naive Bayes (NB), for an early detection and precise
diagnosis of dengue disease.
Knowledge Fusion in Cloud Computing Framework

This study argues for a Knowledge Fusion in Cloud Computing Framework (KFCCF), which consists of Statistics Module, Machine Learning Module, Middleware Module, Open Data Model, and Cloud Computing Module, for generally intelligent CC applications. Figure 1 displays the KFCCF, which represents the application framework at a high level of abstraction.

Statistics Module

Through the data analysis application, the system accumulates the original data and filters, and summarizes the available data, from which the correct information can be obtained. This study uses TF-IDF statistical analysis method to calculate the proficiency of the nurse aides in each service item.

Machine Learning Module

The machine-learning module mainly adopts supervised Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC), which is an extended application of Bayes’ theorem. It follows the rationality of Bayes’ theorem, that is, to infer, on the basis of known results, the probable occurrence of a certain reason. Placed in the context of the NBC model, the training data are used to estimate on the probability of the test data in each category, and then the data are classified into the correct category. The training and testing data in this study are presented in the pattern of objects so the category of each input object can be predicated by NBC.

Open Data Module

Open data is a global trend for data sharing. This module integrates the open datasets in the LTC field, for example, the geographic map of LTC provided by the Ministry of Health and Welfare¹, which is taken as the object needed by semantic inference; the Taipei City Assistive Technology Resources Center² and the three health services under the Department of Public Health, Taoyuan City³, which are taken as the recommended information of inference results obtained by machine learning.

Figure 1. KFCCF
Middleware
This module is a cross-platform network service program developed according to Web Service standards, and written in PHP. It includes such services as database access, TF-IDF computing and automatic generation of objects. These services can be used to access the database, compute the professionalism of the service items provided by nurse aides, and output the service items as the category object needed by inference. Such a middleware module providing cross-platform service can then be used repeatedly, thus reducing the difficulty of system development, and further saving time and cost required for system development.

Cloud Computing (CC) Module
The bottom layer of this module includes the computer cluster Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The middle layer adopts Hadoop and Spark as a CC environment, and includes the machine-learning module with the NBC written in Python. The layer also has a Jena inference engine for the Semantic Web to perform CC. The Semantic Web first interprets the knowledge Ontology in the LTC field and then automatically collects large amount of objects generated in the machine-learning module to perform big data analysis and semantic inference. In this way, it recommends the LTC service items intelligently.

To validate the feasibility of KFCCF architecture proposed here, this study argues for the deployment of an Intelligent Cloud Computing Long-term Care Platform (ICCLCP) based on KFCCF, as shown in Figure 2. The illustration below is mainly based on data stream.

Developer
1.1 Import Open Data in the database of this system.
1.2 Display Open Data on the system platform, which can be viewed by the nurse manager, nurse aide and guardians of the cases.

User
2.1 The nurse manager, nurse aide and case guardian visit the system via mobile APP and webpage.
2.2 Mobile APP and webpage can access ICCLCP through PHP, so as to display the recommendation results.
Computing

3.1 The professionalism of nurse aide is calculated by TF-IDF algorithm, which is built in Web Service of this platform. It facilitates the cross-platform application of remote calling.

3.2 ICCLCP calls TF-IDF service of Web Service via the Internet, and searches the nurse aides under the same institution for computing so as to obtain the professionalism of the service items provided by them.

3.3 ICCLCP starts the Jena inference engine built in the Semantic Web of the CC Module, which will recommend the nurse aide suitable for the LTC case.

3.4 When performing step 3.3, it needs to call MLlib through Spark CC environment for NBC computing. It aims to calculate the target category of the object automatically. This step takes the NBC as supervised machine learning.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Service Professionalism of Nurse Aides

This study adopts the TF-IDF algorithm in the LTC field, which is used to calculate the professionalism of service items provided by the nurse aides in an institution. $tf_{ij}$ is calculated based on Equation (3), $idf_i$ is calculated based on Equation (4):

$$tf_{ij} = \frac{\sum n_{ij} \cdot w_i}{\sum_k n_{kj} \cdot w_k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$\sum n_{ij} \cdot w_i$ is the time spent by nurse aide $j$ in providing service item $i$ for the case in the house, which is multiplied with the weight $w_i$ rated by the case guardian for the said service item, to obtain a score. Finally, the scores obtained from all cases are summed up. $\sum_k n_{kj} \cdot w_k$ is the time spent by nurse aide $j$ in providing each service item for the case in the house, which is multiplied with the respective weight $w_k$. Then scores of each service item are totaled. Finally, the total scores obtained from all cases are combined:

$$idf_i = \log \left[ \frac{|P|}{|\{p: t_i \in p\}|} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$|P|$ is the number of nurse aides in the same LTC institution. $|\{p: t_i \in p\}|$ is the number of nurse aides who provide service item $i$ in the same LTC institution.

In case all nurse aides of the same institution provide the same service items, namely, $|P| = |\{p: t_i \in p\}|$, $idf_i$ will be zero. To avoid such a situation, it is substituted by 1, as shown in Equation (5), and the professionalism of service item is only calculated based on $tf_{ij}$. Equation (5) also indicates longer service time will get higher professionalism:

$$idf_i = \begin{cases} 1, & |P| = |\{p: t_i \in p\}| \\ \log \frac{|P|}{|\{p: t_i \in p\}|}, & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
Finally, $t_{f_i}$ is multiplied with $idf_j$ to obtain the professionalism of the nurse aide in the institution in terms of a certain service item. Moreover, the professionalism of the same institution is divided into three levels of A, B and C; A being the best, followed by B, and C, which represents the worst. Here, the professionalism of service item is taken as the object needed via semantic inference.

**Analysis on Care Service Demands**

The New Care Management Evaluation Scale proposed here for LTC policy not only draws on the Bayes’ theorem to assess rationally on the need for case servicing items under changing circumstances vis-à-vis the ability of the case to communicate, short-term (ST) memory evaluation, the Activity of Daily Livings (ADL), and instrumental activities of Daily Living (IADL), but it also incorporates the cognitive function evaluation and rehabilitation demand and intention featured in the old scale as the data source.

More specifically, the analytic scale showcases a set $H$ comprising four self-defined consecutive data fields, namely, diastolic blood pressure, systolic blood pressure, heart beat and blood oxygen. Each data field is also defined as discrete type. By calculating $P(B = Yes \mid H)$ and $P(B = No \mid H)$ respectively, the probabilities of set $H$ under Yes and No situations can be ascertained. This then allows the set to be classified into the situation with higher probability to further determine if the set $H$ is or is not required for service items.

**Ontology and Rule**

In Figure 3, OWL is used to construct the Ontology (Group, 2012). It describes the correlation among categories in the LTC field. With Jena-based rule (Hsu, 2013), the semantic inference effect in the way of if-then is accounted. Five rules are established in the study, which are used to recommend the suitable nurse aide or institution for the target case.

Figure 4 depicts Rule 1. The inference semantics of Rule 1 is explained as follows: the nurse aide (Nurse_Aide) provides care service (item), which belongs to service item (item_c). The user needs the service item (item_c). The nurse aide works in a certain institution (org), and both the user and the institution are located in the same area (area). When all of the above conditions are satisfied, ICCLCP will recommend the nurse aide for the user.
Rule 2 is shown in Figure 5. Here, the inference semantics is as follows: a LTC institution (org) located in a certain area (area) can accept the disability at some levels (disability). The user’s disability level is assessed for accommodation by the LTC institution, and the user is located in the same area as the institution. When the above conditions are fully satisfied, ICCLCP will recommend the LTC institution for the user.

Rule 3, as shown in Figure 6, is the extension of Rule 1 condition. When the user is judged to be disabled at a certain level, including low, medium and/or high level, ICCLCP will recommend a suitable nurse aide based on the assessed disability level. Also, if the service provided by a nurse aide is of grade A, this nurse aide can then be assigned to LTC cases at any disability level.

Similarly, Rule 4, as shown in Figure 7, extends Rule 3. Here, if the service items the nurse aide provides are of grade B; then, the rule notEqual(?disability,pre:serious_disability) is used to judge whether the disability is or is not at high level. It indicates that the nurse aide can only provide service items for LTC cases with the disability not at a high level.

Figure 8 shows Rule 5 as another extension of Rule 3. Here, if the service items the nurse aide provides are of grade C; then, the rule notEqual(?disability,pre:serious_disability), notEqual(?disability,pre:medium_disability) is used to judge whether the disability is or is not at high and/or medium levels. It indicates that the nurse aide can only provide service for LTC cases with the disability at low level.

Integrating Machine Learning and Semantic Web

Figure 9 shows how ICCLCP integrates the machine learning and semantic web in the CC environment. Here, it shows how the ICCLCP is designed to recommend a suitable nurse aide for the LTC case. It first converts the evaluation form needed by the Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) into CSV format and imports the historical evaluation form into the NBC. Next, the system obtains the category
of each service item via CC. As noted in (a) of Figure 9, “1.0” indicates the need for the current service item, whereas “0.0” indicates the current service item is not needed. ICCLCP automatically generates the category object needed by Jena inference and displayed it in RDF format as captured in (b) of Figure 9. As depicted in (c) of Figure 9, TF-IDF automatically computes the service hours (also displayed in RDF format) for the nurse aide via the category object. Thus, the RDFs, OWLs and
Rules are conducted with Jena inference set up on cloud. As shown in (d) of Figure 9, the proposed system platform will search for the suitable nurse aide and display the result on the mobile phone.

App Demonstration

In recent years, patient medication records and medical information are increasingly being accessed via mobile phones (Medhanyie et al., 2017). Accordingly, this study argues for the use of an App to help caregivers to assess the condition of the elderly.

After arriving at the case location, the care manager may import the case data quickly by scanning a QR code. Then, as shown in Figure 10 (a), the “Service Evaluation” button can be clicked to evaluate the care service for the case. As portrayed in Figure 10 (b), after performing the data entry procedure, the system will send the demands to ICCLCP for cloud cluster computing. This will initiate NBC computing and the results reverted back to the mobile phone user (care manager), who can then double-check if the inference is correct. Once approved (OK is pressed), the system will start Jena semantic inference. The five rules, as introduced in section 4.3 and depicted in Figure 11 (a), will start to recommend a suitable nurse aide and institution, and the displayed results will be provided to the care manager for selection, as shown in Figure 11 (b). The overall activity diagram is shown in Figure 12.

SYSTEM EXPERIMENTATION & RESULTS

In this section, the hardware of the cluster test environment being deployed is illustrated. At first, seven (7) servers are deployed in the machine room. The Spark cluster environment is built through the use of routers. The specification of each server is given in Table 1, for example, CPU i7-2600, 3.4 GHz, 16 GB memory, 1 TB hard disk, Ubuntu14.04 LTS edition, Hadoop 2.6, Spark 2.0 and
Figure 11. Semantic Inference results

Figure 12. Inference activity diagram
Mesos 1.3. The cluster specifications include the master as the parent node and data1–data6 as the child nodes. The architecture is shown in Figure 13. The study performs implementation and testing in three different cloud cluster computing environments, including Spark Standalone, Spark on YARN and Spark on Mesos.

**Testing Environment 1: Spark Standalone**

The study performs computing of NBC through Spark MLlib in the Spark environment, which takes the build-in Standalone as the cluster manager and HDFS as the file system. The architecture is given in Figure 14. This mode requires installing Hadoop and Spark on all nodes, and starting Spark and HDFS file system via commands.

**Table 1. Specifications of cluster**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host Name</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>HDD</th>
<th>OS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>i7-2600, 3.4 GHz</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>Ubuntu14.04LTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data1</td>
<td>i7-2600, 3.4 GHz</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>Ubuntu14.04LTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data2</td>
<td>i7-2600, 3.4 GHz</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>Ubuntu14.04LTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data3</td>
<td>i7-2600, 3.4 GHz</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>Ubuntu14.04LTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data4</td>
<td>i7-2600, 3.4 GHz</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>Ubuntu14.04LTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data5</td>
<td>i7-2600, 3.4 GHz</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>Ubuntu14.04LTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data6</td>
<td>i7-2600, 3.4 GHz</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>Ubuntu14.04LTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13. Cluster architecture
Testing Environment 2: Spark on YARN
Under the Spark on YARN mode, the system takes Hadoop YARN as the cluster manager and HDFS as the file system. The architecture is provided in Figure 15. This mode requires installing both Hadoop and Spark on all nodes, and starting Spark YARN and HDFS file system via commands.

Testing Environment 3: Spark on Mesos
Under the Spark on Mesos mode, the system takes Apache Mesos as the cluster manager and HDFS as the file system. The architecture is diagramed in Figure 16. This mode requires installing Hadoop, Spark and Mesos on all nodes, and starting Apache Mesos, Spark and HDFS file system via commands.

Comparison of CC Cluster Environment
The test data used in this study draws mainly from the population with LTC demands, which is entered as the training data needed by NBC for module training. The size of a single file is about 1 KB, which is an evaluation scale. Table 2 lists the data size of single service item under the different number of persons.
Note that the study assumes the LTC institution to provide 16 service items in total. This study adopts an HDFS as file system, which can be set up to generate duplicates automatically, thus minimizing the risk of data loss. HDFS can also access large amounts of data over the network, which can be provided for computing in the entire cluster environment.

**Figure 17** shows the integrated test results obtained from tests 1-3. Results indicate that the NBC under the YARN mode works more efficiently than either Standalone or Mesos. This is largely due to the fact that YARN can achieve better performance than Standalone in resource scheduling, which provides different schedulers for selection, such as Capacity Scheduler and Fair Scheduler. Moreover, YARN is suitable for running with large numbers of nodes and with highly complex data.

Mesos is mainly responsible for providing proper resources for the assigned task, which will be used by the original application to run executor. Hence, Mesos can be adopted to run multiple computing services. It can allocate proper sources dynamically through fine-grained mode, thereby avoiding idle allocated resources. Therefore, a CC environment Hadoop and Spark installed is suitable for performing test 1 in the development stage and test 2 in the official running stage. Finally, it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Data</th>
<th>Single of Service Data size</th>
<th>All of Service Data size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>550000</td>
<td>64.4 MB</td>
<td>1030.4 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600000</td>
<td>70.3 MB</td>
<td>1124.8 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620000</td>
<td>72.6 MB</td>
<td>1161.6 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640000</td>
<td>75 MB</td>
<td>1200 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660000</td>
<td>77.3 MB</td>
<td>1236.8 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680000</td>
<td>79.7 MB</td>
<td>1275.2 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700000</td>
<td>82 MB</td>
<td>1312 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730000</td>
<td>85.5 MB</td>
<td>1368 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750000</td>
<td>87.9 MB</td>
<td>1406.4 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770000</td>
<td>90.2 MB</td>
<td>1443.2 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
can perform test 3 for running multiple services for long times, such as running Hadoop and Spark simultaneously.

The developed Intelligent Cloud Computing Long-term Care Platform (ICCLCP) is tested in three different cloud cluster computing environment, including Spark Standalone (test 1), Spark on YARN (test 2) and Spark on Mesos (test 3). Table 3 shows the comparison results of these three cloud-cluster computing environments. Based on the test results in Figure 17 and Table 3, the authors observe the following points.

1. Experimental results showed that, for each dataset, the Spark on Mesos (test 3) has the shortest computing time. This is followed by results computed from running Spark on YARN (test 2) and Spark Standalone (test 1).

Table 3. Cluster managers compare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spark Standalone (test 1)</th>
<th>Spark on YARN (test 2)</th>
<th>Spark on Mesos (test 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>Apache Hadoop 2</td>
<td>Apache Mesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment time</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment difficulty</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduler</td>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>FIFO, Capacity Scheduler, Fair Scheduler</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>Spark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>Mesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>Spark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable case</td>
<td>1. Low number of nodes</td>
<td>1. High number of nodes</td>
<td>Run multiple interactive jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Low data complexity</td>
<td>2. High data complexity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Development stage</td>
<td>3. Implementation stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. Spark cluster managers test results
2. Experimental results also indicate a significant linear relationship between computing time and data size. These three tests show that the computing time is largely constrained by the data size.

3. The Spark on YARN CC environment and Spark on Mesos computing environment are suitable for handling complex data structures and computing nodes. However, Spark Standalone CC environment is suitable for processing low data structure complexity.

CONCLUSION

To cope with challenges faced by an aging population, the Taiwanese government promotes the LTC 2.0 Plan. This newer plan aims to improve the qualification restriction of the previous LTC 1.0 Plan and the low flexibility of service provision. Even so, the inadequate manpower of LTC basic service is a key issue confronted by the current Plan. This has driven us to argue for the use of a novel Knowledge Fusion in Cloud Computing Framework (KFCCF), which integrates the machine learning and semantic web in the CC environment and builds the Intelligent Cloud Computing Long-term Care Platform (ICCLCP) to validate the feasibility of KFCCF.

The proposed method quickly ascertains the professionalism of each nurse aide via the TF-IDF and Web Service and adopts the NBC to infer the care service possibly needed by the LTC cases. Moreover, it creates the Ontology and uses Rules to recommend nurse aide suitable for LTC cases. The study sets up the NBC on the Spark CC. Through memory computing, it reduces the data access time and explores the performance difference of Standalone, YARN and Mesos embedded in the system as and when applied in managing the cluster testing with different Spark environments. This would then allow the system administrator to build the optimal CC environment upon demands.

Future development will be to integrate various wearable physiological sensors (Corchia, Monti, De Benedetto, & Tarricone, 2017; Lo, Ip, & Yang, 2016) to obtain the individual status information, which can be taken as the data source. It can extend the knowledge ontology, which can be added with the professional knowledge of the physicians and nurses. Furthermore, it can extend rules to provide more individualized service, so as to increase the knowledge level. In this way, the LTC cases can obtain more complete care services. In the health care field, integrating national medical records is a kind of big data. Another research direction is to predicate individual’s health and the required medical services using CC to process big data on medical records.
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